A new rotational energy exchange model for direct simulation Monte Carlo and multi-temperature Navier-Stokes methods is presented. The direct simulation Monte Carlo model is based only on collision quantities and reduces to a rotational collision number in the continuum limit, applicable for use with the Jeans relaxation equation. The model is formulated based on recent molecular dynamics simulations of rotational relaxation in nitrogen (Valentini et al., Physics of Fluids, Vol. 24, No. 10, 2012, p. 106101) and accounts for the dependence of the relaxation rate on the direction to the equilibrium state. This enables a single parameterization of the model to accurately simulate rotational relaxation in both compressing and expanding flows, unlike the widely used Parker model. The direct simulation Monte Carlo model is simple to implement, numerically efficient, and accurately reproduces a range of pure molecular dynamics solutions, including isothermal relaxations, normal shock waves, and expansions. A general form for the energy distribution function that should be sampled for post-collision states (using the BorgnakkeLarsen approach) is presented. This general formulation ensures detailed balance and equipartition of energy at equilibrium for any collision-quantity-based direct simulation Monte Carlo model and also explains the behavior of prior rotational models in the literature. The model formulation is also general to the inelastic collision selection procedure used, which is shown to be a crucial aspect in implementing a direct simulation Monte Carlo collision model. Finally, the increased accuracy of a collision-quantity-based model compared with a cell-averaged model is demonstrated by comparing rotational energy distribution functions within a shock wave against pure molecular dynamics solutions. = total collision energy of a collision pair ε r = molecular/particle rotational energy ε 0 r = molecular/particle rotational energy after collision ε r t = average rotational energy at time t ε r t = instantaneous equilibrium rotational energy at time t ε t = molecular/particle translational energy ε 0 t = molecular/particle translational energy after collision ζ r = rotational degrees of freedom ζ t = translational degrees of freedom λ = molecular mean free path μ = dynamic viscosity ρ = density τ c = molecular mean collision time τ r = characteristic rotational relaxation time ω = variable hard sphere collision model viscosity parameter
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In continuum simulations, rotational energy relaxation is usually modeled by the Jeans equation [1] : dε r dt ε r t −ε r t τ r (1) whereε r t is the average rotational energy at time t with ζ r degrees of freedom, and τ r is the characteristic rotational relaxation time; ε r t is the instantaneous equilibrium rotational energy, which is defined according to the instantaneous translational temperature T t t,
where k B is the Boltzmann constant. The characteristic rotational relaxation time τ r is usually expressed in terms of the mean collision time τ c , and the rotational inelastic collision number Z rot , τ r τ c Z rot (3) For direct simulation Monte Carlo [2] (DSMC) calculations, various models for rotational relaxation have been proposed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Almost all of these models are phenomenological and based on the BorgnakkeLarsen (BL) approach [14] , where each selected collision pair is tested for an inelastic collision (involving energy exchange between the translational and rotational energy modes ε t and ε r ), with a collision probability p rot . This probability p rot is then either directly or indirectly related to Z rot in some fashion. The rotational inelastic collision number Z rot in Eq. (3), has been shown to depend on the gas temperature in previous theoretical [15] , computational [16] [17] [18] , and experimental studies [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In general, previous continuum and DSMC models successfully established the temperature dependence of Z rot . However, most of the models are constructed based upon some variant of the Parker model [15] . The Parker model was derived analytically by invoking several physical assumptions [13, 18, 24] , and the resulting values of Z rot are generally higher than predictions reported using more advanced computational methods [16, 17, 24] . Furthermore, in the Parker model, Z rot is a function of the translational temperature only. However, it has often been questioned if the rotational collision number Z rot may depend not only on the translational temperature, but also on the direction toward the equilibrium state [4, 18, 24] . For example, compressing flows (such as a shock wave) involve regions where the rotational energy in the gas is much less than the translational energy, and thus rotational energy is being excited. On the other hand, expanding flows involve regions where rotational modes can become partially frozen, containing more energy than the translation modes, and thus rotational energy is being deexcited. For the same translational temperature, Z rot may not be the same for both cases. Finally, although the previous rotational relaxation models established a temperature dependence of Z rot , some of the models fail to satisfy the equipartition of energy between the translational and rotational energy modes under thermal equilibrium [3, 7, 25] .
All of these aspects of rotational energy modeling in DSMC are thoroughly assessed in a review article by Wysong and Wadsworth [13] . Specifically, the article concludes that difficulties remain in reducing state-to-state rate constants to a rotational collision number expression (i.e., Z rot ) due to complications involving collision selection routines (how p rot is precisely related to Z rot ), complications achieving equipartition of energy, and approximations required to obtain an analytical form for the model. More fundamentally, the article concludes that "the primary complicating factor, and that which may be of most use in improving phenomenological models of the process, is the potentially large effect of the size and sign of the initial deviation from equilibrium." [13] . The present work addresses each of these issues in turn, resulting in a computationally efficient and physically realistic model for rotational energy relaxation that can be used in both continuum (Navier-Stokes) and DSMC simulations.
The development of this model was directly enabled through a recent study by the current authors [24] , where the rotational relaxation of nitrogen was analyzed using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The MD calculations provided the detailed quantitative information required to establish the dependence of Z rot on both the temperature of the system and the initial nonequilibrium direction (i.e., compression versus expansion). The interatomic potential used for nitrogen and the MD simulation results were extensively validated against other computational results and experimental data [24] . In theory, these MD results could be used to form a stateresolved model for translational-rotational energy exchange in nitrogen (examples of such models can be found in [26] [27] [28] ), or alternatively to determine complete post-collision state probability density functions to be used with a cross-section-based model such as the dynamic molecular collision model [29] . However, the premise of the current article is that such physically complex (and computationally expensive) models may not be necessary to accurately describe translational-rotational energy transfer. As an example, as part of the initial MD study [24] , a demonstrative DSMC model was implemented that included dependence of Z rot on both T t and T r , resulting in a significant increase in accuracy compared with the Parker model for both compressing and expanding flows. This demonstrative model relied on cell-averaged temperatures. The purpose of the current work is to develop a model more applicable to DSMC simulations that is based only on the properties of molecules involved in a specific collision.
The article is organized as follows: Section II describes the formation of the proposed nonequilibrium-direction-dependent (NDD) model. Section II.A details how the inelastic collision selection procedure should be generally handled, and Sec. II.B describes the functional form of the model and consistency with the Jeans equation in the continuum limit. Section II.C presents a general form for the post-collision energy distribution, outlines its use within the BL model framework, and explains the behavior of prior rotational models in the literature. Section III describes the NDD model parameterization using data from MD and lists the final NDD model equations for nitrogen. The model is validated with pure MD solutions for normal shock waves and one-dimensional (1-D) expansions in Sec. IV, and the conclusions of this research are summarized in Sec. V. Finally, supporting mathematical analysis is included in the Appendices.
II. Nonequilibrium-Direction-Dependent Model Formulation
In this section, we formulate the NDD rotational collision model for translational-rotational energy exchange. The DSMC collision model uses a probability of inelastic collision of the form
Here, ε t and ε r are the relative translational energy and rotational energy involved in an individual collision with translational and rotational degrees of freedom ζ t and ζ r , respectively. This probability of inelastic collision is then incorporated within the general BL model [14] framework. In the continuum limit, the model reduces to a rotational collision number of the form Z rot Z rot T t ; T r , incorporated into the Jeans equation [Eqs. (1-3)], which is appropriate for multi-temperature computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. The general formulation of such a model is not trivial and involves a number of considerations not clearly described in the literature. Specifically, the NDD model formulation includes dependence on the specific DSMC inelastic collision selection procedure (how molecules or molecule pairs are stochastically selected for inelastic collisions). Furthermore, a general expression for the correct BL post-collision energy distribution is derived that ensures equipartition of energy. Finally, the formulation includes a connection factor accounting for the energy gain (or loss) that is required for consistency with the Jeans equation. All of these considerations are accounted for while ensuring the physical accuracy and numerical efficiency of the resulting NDD collision model.
A. Inelastic Collision Selection Procedure
As discussed in depth in [1, 30] , the exact probability expression used within a DSMC simulation [Eq. (4)], must depend on the collision selection procedure employed. For example, the most popular collision selection procedures include pair selection [1, 30] , particle selection permitting double relaxation [2] , and particle selection prohibiting double-relaxation [1, 31] . Combining the same probability expression with different selection procedures will generally result in different simulated relaxation processes. Thus, although absent in the majority of DSMC articles, it is stressed that both the collision model(s) and the collision selection procedure should be identified when presenting DSMC simulation results. In regards to new model development, the inelastic collision selection procedure effectively determines the available degrees of freedom within each collision. As will be described in upcoming sections, the available degrees of freedom must be specified to sample the correct BL post-collision energy distribution and to account for the energy gain connection factor required for consistency with the Jeans equation.
If the collision pair consists of a molecule colliding with an atom, then the only internal degrees of freedom are that of the molecule and all selection procedures produce the same result. However, if the collision is between two molecules, then different selection procedures will result in different energy modes participating in the collision. For example, consider an inelastic collision between two molecules having rotational energy of ε r;1 and ε r;2 , associated with ζ r;1 and ζ r;2 degrees of freedom, respectively. For the pair selection procedure [1, 30] , both molecules participate in the inelastic collision, and the rotational energy in the collision is ε r ε r;1 ε r;2 , associated with ζ r ζ r;1 ζ r;2 degrees of freedom. The postcollision energy exchange is achieved between ε t and ε r first, and then between the two rotational energy modes ε r;1 and ε r;2 , whereas for the particle selection permitting double relaxation [2] and the particle selection prohibiting double relaxation procedures [1, 31] , only one of the two molecules participates in the collision with its rotational energy. The other molecule is treated as an atom and its rotational energy does not change during the collision. The energy exchange is between ε t and ε r , where ε r ε r;i and associated with ζ r ζ r;i degrees of freedom (i 1 or 2 depending on which molecule is participating in the collision).
The proposed NDD rotational energy exchange model is derived generally in terms of the energies (ε t , ε r ) and degrees of freedom (ζ t , ζ r ) that participate in selected collisions within the DSMC simulation. Thus, the model equations derived in this article are valid for all types of inelastic collision selection procedures as long as the participating energy modes and degrees of freedom are assigned consistently. In terms of the participating translational degrees of freedom, ζ t should be set consistently with the cross section model employed, such as the variable hard sphere (VHS) model [2] , for which ζ t 5 − 2ω, where ω is the exponent of the desired temperaturedependent viscosity, having the form μ μ ref T∕T ref ω . This general formulation for participating energy modes is used in Sec. II.C.1 to derive the correct BL equilibrium distribution to sample post-collision states. In Sec. III (and also detailed in Appendix B), the participating energy modes determine the energy gain connection factor [1, 30] required for consistency with the Jeans equation. However, this connection factor can only be obtained analytically for simple models (such as constant p rot ), and for the present NDD model, it is determined through simulations. Thus, the derived model equations are general to all collision selection procedures, except for the value of this connection factor. Specifically, the NDD model is developed using the VHS model and the modified form [32] of the particle collision prohibiting double relaxation procedure [1] , which is therefore used to determine the connection factor. As discussed in [1] , this selection procedure has clear advantages for multispecies simulations and, more recently, a simple and computationally efficient implementation has been proposed in [32] .
B. Functional Form for p rot and Consistency with Z rot Because rotational energy relaxation is typically much faster than vibrational and chemical relaxation, strong thermochemical nonequilibrium (where velocity and energy distribution functions may not be Maxwell-Boltzmann) is required for significant rotational-translational nonequilibrium. Thus, the primary purpose of this article is to develop a DSMC model based only on individual collision properties that is therefore physically accurate for flows in strong nonequilibrium. A secondary objective is to formulate this model such that, in the continuum limit, it reduces to a Jeans equation model with a temperature-dependent rotational collision number. Whereas prior DSMC rotational models were constructed to reproduce a specific near-equilibrium, temperature-dependent collision number (such as the Parker model) [3, 4] , the proposed model is constructed using the recent nonequilibrium MD results detailed in [24] .
To this purpose, it is desirable to find a functional form for the DSMC probability model p rot that is able to accurately reproduce the nonequilibrium-direction dependence clearly seen in the MD results, has an analytical form in the continuum limit, and is computationally efficient to employ. We find that a power law dependence, p rot ∼ ε t ∕ε r n and Z ∼ T r ∕T t n , has each of these desirable characteristics. Specifically, for the temperature-dependent rotational collision number, we use an expression of the form [24, 33] 
Therefore, in the thermal equilibrium limit (T t T r T), this reduces to
The constants Z ∞ r and T are determined by comparing with the MD data in the thermal equilibrium limit; specifically, T 180 and Z ∞ r 7.7 are shown to give the best agreement for N 2 − N 2 collisions. Figure 1 plots the new model result alongside prior numerical results for the temperature dependence of the rotational collision number. It is noted that, compared with the Parker model, the other computational studies determined a much weaker temperature dependence for Z rot . Indeed, the MD results [24] showed that the nonequilibrium direction and initial degree of nonequilibrium have a more dominant effect on Z rot than the translational temperature.
To determine an analytical functional form for the nonequilibrium DSMC probability model p rot , we start with the following expression that links the collision probability with a collision number [3, 4, 7, 13] :
In this equation,p rot is an intermediate probability (which will be explained later in this section), and fε t ; ε r ; T t ; T r is the joint equilibrium energy distribution function of ε t and ε r (that participate in selected collisions as discussed in Sec. II.A) corresponding to temperature T t and T r . This joint distribution can be expressed as
where, for a continuous energy mode ε i with ζ i degrees of freedom, the equilibrium energy distribution function corresponding to temperature T i is [2, 34] 
where Γ· is the Gamma function, and the subscript i could represent either translation t or rotation r. Equation (6) is a generalization of the expressions used in the development of prior rotational models [3, 4, 7] based on collision quantities (such as ε t or ε c ε t ε r ). Upon substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), we find the following unique solution forp rot (this derivation is detailed in Appendix A): 
For this solution, n ≠ 1 and its precise value is determined later through comparison with the MD data in Sec. III. As discussed in Sec. II.A, the energies (ε t , ε r ) and associated degrees of freedom (ζ t , ζ r ) should be those that participate in selected collisions within the DSMC simulation. In this manner, the solution in Eq. (9) is valid for any inelastic collision selection procedure.
It is important to note thatp rot [i.e., in Eqs. (6) and (9)] is not the probability that should be applied within the DSMC simulation. In general, satisfying Eq. (6) (and thus the direct use ofp rot in DSMC) does not guarantee that the energy relaxation rate simulated by DSMC will be consistent with the Jeans equation (using the corresponding Z rot ) [13] . This is due to an inconsistency between the average energy gain in the Jeans equation compared with the average energy gain resulting from inelastic collisions within a DSMC simulation. Essentially, althoughp rot and Z rot consistently define the average rate of inelastic collisions, the energy gain resulting from these collisions within DSMC is not contained in the expression for Z rot , and thus the simulated energy relaxation process may not be consistent with the Jeans equation. This fact has been extensively studied by previous researchers for the constant Z rot (and hence constant p rot ) situation [1, 13, 30] . Specifically, for this constant Z rot situation,p rot 1∕Z rot [see Eq. (6)], and a connection factor C was proposed as p rot Cp rot (10) where p rot is the probability to be directly applied in the DSMC simulation. The exact form of the required connection factor C depends on the DSMC post-collision energy redistribution (for example, the BL method), which depends on the degrees of freedom associated with ε t and ε r participating in collisions. Thus, as discussed in Sec. II.A, C also depends on the inelastic collision selection procedure used. For the specific case where p rot is a constant, it has been shown that C ζ t ζ r ∕ζ t , where the degrees of freedom are those participating in inelastic DSMC collisions [1, 30] . As will be detailed in Sec. III (and in Appendix B), there is no closed-form expression for C for the proposed NDD rotational energy model, and its value must be determined through simulation [13] . In summary, the final NDD model for the probability of inelastic collision directly applied to selected DSMC collision pairs p rot is given by Eqs. (9) and (10) . The inelastic collision number expression [Z rot in Eq. (5)] is analytically determined in closed-form to be consistent withp rot for any general collision cross section model and inelastic collision selection procedure. In the limit of thermal equilibrium (T t T r T), the model reproduces the MD data (see Fig. 1 ). The only remaining parameters to be determined include 1) the power law exponent n, which is required to accurately model the dependence of rotational relaxation on the initial degree of nonequilibrium and direction to the equilibrium state, and 2) the final value of C.
C. Detailed Balance and Equipartition of Energy
Before determining the parameters n and C, which involves comparisons between DSMC and MD simulation results, a description of the post-collision energy redistribution employed by the new NDD model is required. Specifically, the NDD model is developed within the general BL framework [14] . In this subsection, a general procedure for collision-quantity-based relaxation models is presented that ensures detailed balance and the equipartition of energy at equilibrium. This general procedure not only explains the implementation used in the new NDD model, but also mathematically resolves a number of prior reported failures, as well as various corrections, regarding detailed balance and the equipartition of energy found in the literature.
Post-Collision Equilibrium Distribution Ensuring Detailed Balance
Consider the probability that an arbitrary collision pair with specific participating energies (ε t , ε r ) will be selected to undergo an inelastic collision within a DSMC simulation of an equilibrium gas (T t T r T). First, the selection of an elastic collision pair is based on the pair's relative translational energy ε t specific to a particular cross section model (such as the VHS model with associated ζ t ). Thus, ε t found in selected elastic collision pairs follows the equilibrium distribution fε t ; T, given in Eq. (8) . Next, because the rotational energy ε r of each molecule is independent of ε t in an equilibrium gas, the probability density that a selected elastic collision pair has a rotational energy equal to ε r is fε r ; T, again given in Eq. (8) . Thus, the probability density that a collision pair with energies (ε t , ε r ) will be selected for an elastic collision is fε t ; Tfε r ; T. Finally, inelastic collision pairs are selected from available elastic collision pairs with a probability p rot ε t ; ε r (specific to a particular rotational relaxation model) using an acceptance-rejection method. The overall result is that, within a DSMC simulation of an equilibrium gas, an arbitrary collision pair with specific participating energies (ε t , ε r ) and degrees of freedom (ζ t , ζ r ) will be selected to undergo an inelastic collision with the general probability density fε t ; Tfε r ; Tp rot ε t ; ε r . In what follows, we show that, to maintain the equilibrium state within the general BL model framework, the post-collision properties of inelastic collisions should be sampled from this same distribution: fε t ; Tfε r ; Tp rot ε t ; ε r .
Specifically, for elastic collisions, detailed balance is achieved through the collision cross section model (i.e., the VHS model). Because, during an elastic collision, ε t does not change, and the elastic collision cross section depends only on ε t , the microscopic reversibility relationship will be satisfied and the translational energy will stay in the correct equilibrium state. However, for an inelastic collision (with participating ε t and ε r ), the post-collision relative translational energy ε 0 t and rotational energy ε 0 r should satisfy the following equation:
where ε c is the collision energy. Because the collision pair (ε t , ε r ) selected to undergo inelastic collision follows the distribution fε t ; Tfε r ; Tp rot ε t ; ε r , as discussed earlier, then, within the BL model framework, the post-collision energies (ε 0 t , ε 0 r ) should be sampled from the same distribution [i.e., fε t ; Tfε r ; Tp rot ε t ; ε r ] to maintain the equilibrium state of the system. We note that this distribution function is general to any cross section model, collision selection procedure, and any rotational energy exchange probability model p rot . The idea here is that, by sampling the same distribution function for both the collision pair selection and post-collision energy redistribution, all the selected inelastic collision pairs will stay in the correct equilibrium state. Because all particles in the system have a chance to be selected for inelastic collision, this will ensure that the whole system maintains the equilibrium state.
Acceptance-Rejection Sampling
To determine (sample) post-collision energies (ε 0 t , ε 0 r ) after an inelastic collision, the acceptance-rejection technique is typically employed. To sample a continuous distribution fx, the standard inequality used is u ≤ fy∕M. Here, the value y is drawn from a uniform distribution and fy is evaluated and normalized by a constant that is greater than or equal to the maximum value of the distribution function, M ≥ fxj max . A second value u is then drawn from a uniform distribution and, if the inequality holds, then the value y is accepted and a sample value is determined as x y. If the inequality does not hold, the value y is rejected and the process is repeated. In this manner, the resulting set of x values follows fx.
Within a nonequilibrium DSMC simulation employing the general BL framework, as discussed earlier, the post-inelastic-collision energies (ε 0 t , ε 0 r ) should be sampled from the distribution fε t ; Tfε r ; Tp rot ε t ; ε r with the constraint that ε t ε r ε c is fixed. We note that, although T is often called the "collision 
Note, in Eq. (14), we have dropped the dependence of Iε r ; ε c and I 1 ε r ; ε c on T, because they do not depend on T explicitly, as shown later in Eq. (18) . Therefore, the procedure to sample ε 0 r from fε c − ε r ; Tfε r ; Tp rot ε c − ε r ; ε r with a constant ε c , using the acceptance-rejection technique, is as follows:
1) Generate a random number R 1 uniformly distributed between (0,1).
2) Calculate the value of Iε r ; ε c where ε r R 1 ε c .
3) Generate a different random number R 2 uniformly distributed between (0,1). 4) If R 2 ≤ Iε r ; ε c , then the sample is accepted and ε 0 r R 1 ε c . Else, if R 2 > Iε r ; ε c , then no sample is accepted and repeat the process 1-4 with new R 1 and R 2 values.
Implications for Prior Rotational Models
Next, we simplify I 1 ε r ; ε c and I 2 ε r ; ε c based on specific rotational relaxation model expressions (specific p rot ) from the literature. In doing so, many of the issues and corrections associated with equipartition of energy reported for prior rotational models are clearly explained. This general analysis not only fully describes the implementation of the current NDD rotational model, but also provides a framework for the development of future inelastic collision models. To start, using Eq. (8), we have the following:
Aε c ; T t ; ζ t ; ζ r ε c − ε r ζ t ∕2−1 ε
The maximum value of fε c − ε r ; Tfε r ; T for a fixed ε c should appear at ε r;0 , where 0 ∂ ∂ε r fε c − ε r ; Tfε r ; Tj ε r ε r;0 (16) which is
Using Eqs. (15) and (17)
We can clearly see from the preceding expression that I 1 does not explicitly depend on temperature, rather it only depends on ε r , ε c , ζ t , and ζ r . For N 2 with ζ r 2, the preceding expression for I 1 can be further simplified to
Next, the exact form of I 2 ε r ; ε c [appearing in Eq. (14)] (18) or (19)], which is the same as that discussed by Borgnakke and Larsen [14] and has been used for a number of prior rotational relaxation models.
For rotational model with p rot p rot (ε t ), this corresponds to the relative translational-energy-dependent model proposed by Boyd [3] , where the model is formulated to reproduce the Parker expression for Z rot T in the continuum limit. In this model, I 2 p rot ε t ∕ fp rot ε t j max g. Without including I 2 in the inequality for acceptancerejection sampling, there was difficulty in achieving equipartition of energy between ε t and ε r in the original model [3, 7, 13, 25] . Initially, a cell-averaged p rot was used to correct this, which is thus constant for all collisions within a cell, resulting in I 2 1. This approach is similar to using a cell-averaged temperature to determine p rot and has the effect of relaxing all parts of the distribution function (within a given cell) at the same rate. As will be shown later in Sec. IV.C, this is generally not accurate for highly nonequilibrium flows. Later, Abe [25] proposed to multiply I 1 in the inequality [R 2 ≤ I 1 ε r ; ε c ] by a correction term equal to p rot ε t ∕fp rot ε t j max g. This modification was demonstrated for hard sphere molecules, and the idea came from drawing an analogy between the probability bias introduced by a relative collision velocity dependent elastic collision rate and that of the collision-energies-dependent p rot model. This term is actually the same as I 2 [appearing in Eq. (14)], which should be included in the acceptance-rejection sampling inequality.
For rotational model with p rot p rot (ε c ), this corresponds to the total collision energy ε c -dependent model [4, 7] , which is also based on the Parker expression for Z rot . When using only I 1 in the inequality [R 2 ≤ I 1 ε r ; ε c ], this model does, in fact, satisfy equipartition of energy. In prior publications, this was explained based on the idea that ε c is a collision invariant [7, 35] . An equivalent explanation is evident from Eq. (14), where since p rot ε c j max p rot ε c for a fixed ε c , the result is that I 2 1. This is a benefit of using a probability model based on collision invariants, however, for general physical accuracy it may not be desirable to be restricted to only these collision quantities.
For the rotational model with p rot p rot (ε t , ε r ), this corresponds to the NDD model proposed in this article. For this model, and any similar model, I 2 ε r ; ε c p rot ε c − ε r ; ε r ∕fp rot ε c − ε r ; ε r j max g. To sample the post-collision relative translational energy and rotational energy (ε 0 t , ε 0 r ), the correct formulation for the acceptancerejection sampling inequality is R 2 ≤ Iε r ; ε c I 1 ε r ; ε c I 2 ε r ; ε c , as detailed earlier.
Therefore, within the general BL framework, post-collision energies should be sampled from an equilibrium distribution that is consistent with the distribution of selected inelastic collision pairs. The general expression for this distribution [Eq. (14)], and its use in acceptance-rejection algorithms, ensures detailed balance and equipartition of energy at equilibrium for any general collision model. This formulation resolves the behavior of prior rotational models, details the implementation of the new NDD model, and also provides a framework for the development of new collision-quantitybased DSMC models; for example, the formulation could be readily applied for vibrational relaxation models.
III. NDD Model Parameterization Using
Molecular Dynamics Data
A. Further Considerations Before Parameterization
In this section, we determine the parameter n in the expression for p rot ε t ; ε r [Eq. (9)], as well as the connection factor C appearing in Eq. (10) , to arrive at the final NDD model expression for p rot . In general, both parameters are determined by comparing DSMC and MD isothermal relaxation simulations. However, for the resulting model to remain as general as possible, two further considerations are required.
First, we propose to separate the connection factor C into an analytically determined constant C a and another constant that is determined numerically through simulation C n . This choice is supported by the mathematical analysis included in Appendix B. Specifically, as discussed in Sec. II.B in reference to Eq. (10), for the case of constant p rot (using collision selection prohibiting double relaxation), the required connection factor is analytically determined [1, 30] as C ζ t ζ r ∕ζ t , by considering the inconsistency between the energy change in DSMC versus the Jeans equation. For the general case, p rot p rot ε t ; ε r , the connection factor is not necessarily a constant and no simple analytical expression can be derived. However, it is expected that the general connection factor will still contain the dependence due to C a ζ t ζ r ∕ζ t , and thus this constant should be maintained separately. We then augment this factor by an additional constant [13] determined through numerical simulation, thereby adjusting the NDD model probability [from Eq. (10)] to the form p NDD rot C n C aprot . Second, in a DSMC simulation, there is a restriction on the maximum probability that can be simulated. Values of p rot greater than one clearly cannot be simulated and, in general, depending on the specific collision selection procedure used (see Sec. II.A), the maximum value of p rot that can be simulated may be different [1, 30] . Because most DSMC models are phenomenological (including the proposed NDD model), such models may satisfy Eq. (6) and produce the desired Z rot behavior (found from experimental or computational studies), yet encounter values of p rot that cannot be simulated within a DSMC simulation. Ideally, a general model should ensure that values of p rot encountered lie within the range applicable to DSMC simulation. Thus, we use a cutoff probability of one-half, which is consistent with the inelastic collision selection prohibiting double relaxation procedure of Haas et al. [1] and Zhang and Schwartzentruber [32] and is also valid for the other selection procedures discussed in Sec. II.A. Thus, the NDD model probability is further adjusted as p NDD rot minfC n C cprot ; 1∕2g. This modification also has the benefit of defining the maximum value of p rot that is required for the acceptance-rejection algorithm, particularly for the general case in which p rot p rot ε t ; ε r . Ultimately, the specific choice of this cutoff value may alter the numerically determined constant C n , but otherwise enables the NDD model to be generally used within any DSMC implementation.
B. Parameterization Through Comparison with Molecular Dynamics
Parameterization of the NDD model for nitrogen is enabled by recent data obtained through MD simulation [24] . These MD calculations provide detailed quantitative information for the dependence of Z rot on both the temperature of the system and the initial nonequilibrium direction (i.e., compression versus expansion). It is noted that the interatomic potential (for nitrogen) used in the MD simulations was extensively validated against other computational results and experimental data in [24] .
MD data computed from a large number of translational-rotational relaxation simulations are taken directly from [24] and replotted in Fig. 2a . Here, Z rot values in the figure correspond to different nonequilibrium initial states (T t 0, T r 0) used for isothermal relaxation simulations. T inf in the figure represents the temperature of the system after reaching the equilibrium state. Specifically, in these MD simulations, nitrogen molecules were initialized within a periodic box according to Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity and Boltzmann rotational energy distributions corresponding to various initial states (T t ≠ T r ). The system was integrated with the MD method allowing isothermal (constant T t ) relaxation to the equilibrium state. It was found that the resulting relaxation profiles for T r t were well fit with the isothermal solution to the Jeans equation (essentially an exponential fit):
Thus, each MD relaxation simulation was adequately represented by a single exponential fitting parameter, which we will refer to as Z rot−MD . The values of Z rot−MD resulting from a number of different initial states (T t , T r ) taken from [24] are plotted in Fig. 2a as solid symbols. The NDD model parameters n and C n are determined ZHANG, VALENTINI, AND SCHWARTZENTRUBER through a two-step fitting process to the MD data plotted in Fig. 2a . First, we set C n 1 and determine the power law dependence n. Then, we fix this value of n and proceed to determine the required connection factor C n .
In step one, for each initial nonequilibrium state (T t , T r ) with available MD data (see Fig. 2a ), a number of DSMC simulations were performed using various values for the power law dependence n, but using a fixed value of C n 1. In the isothermal relaxation DSMC simulations, simulated particles are confined within a box with specular reflection walls. The translational temperature T t (or the average relative translational energyε t ) of the system is kept constant, whereas the rotational energy is allowed to relax. To maintain a constant T t , the velocity of each particle is resampled from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (corresponding to T t ) after the collision phase of each time step.
Similar to the MD relaxation curves discussed earlier, the DSMC curves are also fit by an exponential curve [specifically, Eq. (20)]. Thus, for each relaxation condition, a value ofZ rot−DSMC is determined, where the (·) denotes that these DSMC results are not yet final, because we have fixed C n 1. It is important to note that Z rot−MD τ r ∕τ c;KT , where τ c;KT 4μ∕πp (the kinetic theory result), μ is the viscosity, and p is the pressure. Whereas, in DSMC simulation, the collision number is calculated according to Z rot−DSMC τ r ∕τ c;VHS , where τ c;VHS is the mean collision time according to the VHS collision model. To have a consistent comparison, all DSMC collision numbers are reformulated to the kinetic theory defined collision number based on the relation between τ c;VHS and τ c;KT [1] . By comparing the resultingZ rot−DSMC values with the Z rot−MD values, we find that the NDD model best reproduces the MD trends for Z rot T t ; T r (refer to Fig. 2a) when n 1∕2.
In step two, we first directly evaluate values forZ rot−DSMC ∕Z rot−MD for all relaxation simulations with n 1∕2 and C n 1. We find that the resulting values have only a weak dependence on T t and T r , which suggests that a constant value for C n may indeed be appropriate. In analyzing a previous rotational relaxation model [4] with p rot p rot ε c , Wysong and Wadsworth [13] also suggested the use of a constant C to account for the difference between Z rot and p rot . The same set of isothermal relaxation DSMC simulations are again performed, now for various C n values and a fixed value of n 1∕2. We determine that a value of C n 1.92 results in the best quantitative agreement between DSMC with the NDD model and MD simulation for all Z rot T t ; T r values, and thus for all isothermal relaxation curves. Isothermal relaxation results simulated by DSMC using the NDD model are plotted in Fig. 2b for a translational temperature T t 2000 K and different initial rotational temperatures T r 0. The MD simulation results are also plotted at the same initial temperature pairs for comparisons. As can be seen from Figs. 2a and 2b , overall, the agreement between DSMC using the NDD model and MD results is very satisfactory. We further note that, because the translational temperature is constant, the Parker model cannot be parameterized to reproduce the varying relaxation rates shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. 
C. Final NDD Rotational Energy Exchange Model
Therefore, the final NDD DSMC model uses the following probability of inelastic collision:
wherep rot ε t ; ε r is given in Eq. (9) with n 1∕2. Because our DSMC implementation employs the collision selection prohibiting double relaxation procedure, we set C a ζ t ζ r ∕ζ t . However, C a could be set consistently with other inelastic collision selection routines. In all equations, the energies (ε t , ε r ) and degrees of freedom (ζ t , ζ r ) are those that participate within selected collisions within the DSMC simulation. Specific for nitrogen, we find T 180 K and Z ∞ r 7.7. In general, the numerically determined connection factor C n 1.92 is specific to our collision selection procedure, however, it is possible that the value of C n is rather insensitive to the selection procedure due to the separation of C a . The expression in Eq. (21) is directly used as the probability of an inelastic collision between a selected collision pair and is also directly used for the BL postcollision energy redistribution within the acceptance-rejection algorithm detailed in Sec. II.C.2. In the continuum limit of MaxwellBoltzmann energy distributions (at T t and T r ), the model reduces to the rotational collision number Z rot T t ; T r in Eq. (5), which is appropriate for use in multi-temperature CFD solvers. Although the NDD model parameters are specific to N 2 − N 2 collisions, the model framework and parameter-fitting procedures could be repeated with further MD data relevant to other species. The DSMC simulation results using this final model are referred to as Z rot−DSMC and are plotted against the Z rot−MD values in Fig. 2a . The DSMC simulation results with the new NDD model have good agreement with MD for all values of Z rot T t ; T r and thus for all isothermal relaxation curves. Furthermore, the collision-based probability itself exhibits the expected collision physics. This is evident in Fig. 3 where, for a fixed ε t , the probability of rotational energy exchange decreases as ε r increases. Essentially, nonrotating molecules have a higher probability of gaining rotational energy than highly rotating molecules have of losing rotational energy.
IV. NDD Model Validation for Compressing and Expanding Flows
Enabled by modern high-performance computing, pure MD simulations of one-dimensional flow features are now possible [24, [36] [37] [38] , which can be used to validate phenomenological models. Because the NDD model is the first to account for the dependence of rotational relaxation on the direction to equilibrium, we validate the model with pure MD simulations of both one-dimensional compressing flows (shocks) as well as expansions. As a reference, we also include DSMC results using the Parker model in the comparisons.
A. Normal Shock Wave Simulations
The MD simulation results are taken from [24] , where the MD simulation technique is also fully described. The DSMC results are obtained using the molecular gas dynamic simulator code developed at the University of Minnesota [39, 40] . The VHS collision model is used along with the recently modified form [32] of the collision selection prohibiting double relaxation procedure [1] . Uniform grids and simulation time steps were used. The mean free path and mean collision time λ 1 and τ 1 , based on the upstream flow conditions, were calculated using the VHS model. Two shock wave calculations were performed, for which the flow conditions and numerical parameters are listed in Table 1 parameters for nitrogen, listed in Table 1 , have been validated with experimental viscosity data in the appropriate temperature range and are also fully consistent with the interatomic potential used for the MD simulations (details are contained in [24] ). In all the shock wave simulations conducted here, simulation cells with upstream conditions contained around 1000 simulated particles, whereas cells downstream of the shock contained approximately 5500 particles. The shock waves were verified to be stationary with no numerical stabilization techniques [2] necessary. The simulation domain was set between 50-60λ 1 for the two shock wave conditions simulated. At the beginning of the simulation, particles were generated in the upstream and downstream half of the domain, with pre-and postshock flow properties, respectively, and eight rows of buffer cells were employed at each end of the domain. Particles in the buffer cells were regenerated each time step to maintain the correct boundary conditions. Particle information was sampled for 10,000 time steps after steady state was reached. Such a large sampling size, together with the large number of particles per cell, provided results with low statistical scatter.
DSMC simulations were performed using both the proposed NDD rotational energy model as well as the Parker model. Specifically, the Parker model was implemented using a cell-averaged temperature to compute the collision number Z rot in each cell, using the relation
where Z ∞ r 23.5, a π1 π∕4, b π 3∕2 ∕2, and T 91.5 K are model constants [4, 18] , and T is the translational temperature. The continuum collision number Z rot was then converted to DSMC collision probability using the connection factor C a for the constant collision number model [1, 32] ; p rot T C a ∕Z rot T. Because, in the shock wave simulation, each cell contained a large number of particles (>1000), the cell-averaged temperature is accurate within several percent for sampling over a single time step. Moreover, after reaching steady state, the temperature was computed based on accumulated samples, resulting in essentially no statistical scatter in the computed value of Z rot T. Results from all simulations were normalized using
where x is some flow variable, x norm is the normalized variable, and x 1 and x 2 are the upstream and downstream values of the corresponding variable, respectively. Simulation results for the low-temperature shock (T 1 28.3 K) are shown in Fig. 4 . Solutions using both NDD and Parker models are in close agreement with MD for this case, with the NDD model in slightly better agreement than the Parker model for the rotational temperature in the later portion of the shock wave. These results are very consistent with Fig. 1 , in which the Parker model is seen to predict a slightly lower Z rot value compared with MD for the low freestream temperature (<50 K), however, it predicts a higher Z rot value than MD (slower relaxation) for the post-shock temperature (∼300 K). Because the flow is in strong compression, the NDD model actually simulates a Z rot T t ; T r that is lower than the nearthermal equilibrium curve Z rot T t T r T shown in Fig. 1 . In fact, additional DSMC simulations employing a constant Z rot model determined that a value of Z rot ≈ 1.8 led to the best agreement with the MD solution [24] .
Simulation results for the high temperature shock (T 1 300 K) are shown in Fig. 5 . Here, the NDD model is in excellent agreement with MD, whereas the Parker model shows significant discrepancy, in particular, a much slower rotational relaxation. This is again consistent with Fig. 1 in that the Parker model predicts a significantly higher Z rot (slower relaxation) than MD and the other computational chemistry calculations for the temperature range for this shock wave (300 < T < 3000 K). Again, because the flow is in strong compression, the NDD model actually simulates a Z rot T t ; T r that is lower than the near-thermal equilibrium curve Z rot T t T r T shown in Fig. 1 . For these shock conditions, additional DSMC simulations employing a constant Z rot model determined that a value of Z rot ≈ 4 led to the best agreement with the MD solution [24] . Certainly, the Parker model [Eq. (22)] could be reparameterized with such Z rot values to match the MD data for these shock calculations. However, as just discussed, the resulting curve fit for Z rot T would lie below the MD curve (for near thermal equilibrium) seen in Fig. 1 . Because the Parker model cannot account for the direction to equilibrium, such a parameterization would lead to inaccurate results for expanding flows over a similar temperature range.
B. One-Dimensional Expansion Simulations
In contrast to compressing flows, in expanding flows, the rotational temperature is typically higher than the translational temperature (the direction toward equilibrium is reversed). We construct a one-dimensional steady state flowfield where particles are continually refreshed within an equilibrium reservoir (a buffer region) on the left side of the domain. Reservoir particle properties are sampled from Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions for a gas in thermal equilibrium (T t T r T) and a bulk velocity of zero. Thus, the particle flux from the reservoir into the computational domain is equal to the ratio of unidirectional normal momentum flux to mass flux through a stationary plane in an equilibrium reservoir [2] . The right side boundary (outlet) is set as a vacuum boundary condition. Because of the pressure difference, particles inside the flowfield accelerate toward the outlet, and the bulk velocity inside the flowfield is finite. The flow through the domain is in thermal nonequilibrium with a higher rotational temperature and a lower translational temperature, due to the rapid expansion. This simple 1-D flowfield is computationally feasible for pure MD simulation. MD results were previously obtained in [24] and are used here to compare with DSMC simulations of the same flow.
Three conditions with inlet temperatures of 1000, 2000, and 3000 K were simulated, all with an inlet density of 0.1 kg∕m 3 . A uniform grid was used with Δx 0.35-0.46λ 1 and Δt 0.2τ 1 , where the VHS model was used to calculate the inlet conditions (λ 1 and τ 1 ). Each cell contained between 200 and 600 simulation particles and, after reaching steady state, each cell was sampled for 20,000 time steps.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 , in which the difference between the translational and rotational temperature (T t − T r ) is shown for the NDD model and the Parker model compared with the MD solution. In Fig. 6 , all simulations are seen to predict strong thermal nonequilibrium near the inlet, approach to thermal equilibrium (T t − T r ≈ 0) in the middle portion of the simulation domain, and a departure from equilibrium near the vacuum exit (which is a boundary effect). Although the NDD model result agrees very closely with the MD solution, the Parker model exhibits a noticeably slower rotational relaxation rate. Again, this is because the Parker model predicts higher values for Z rot compared with the current MD calculations and therefore compared with the NDD model. It is important to note that separate DSMC simulations employing a constant Z rot model found closest agreement with MD for Z rot ≈ 6.9 for the T 1 2000 K expansion simulation [24] . Thus, if the Parker model was reparameterized to match this MD solution, it would no longer be able to accurately simulate the high-temperature shock wave flow, which, as discussed earlier, requires a Z rot ≈ 4.0 within the same equilibrium temperature range. Thus, the proposed NDD model accurately reproduces pure MD solutions for all isothermal relaxation simulations, shock wave simulations, and expansion simulations. The current parameterization of the Parker model predicts significantly higher Z rot values compared with MD, and even if reparameterized, the Parker model is not able to reproduce all MD results because it does not account for the direction toward the equilibrium state.
C. Rotational Energy Distribution Functions
It is very interesting to investigate the agreement between rotational energy distribution functions (RDFs) within a shock wave between the proposed NDD model and pure MD simulation. Precise agreement is not expected because, in DSMC, only a fraction of collisions are considered as inelastic and exchange translationalrotational energy, which is redistributed using the phenomenological Borgnakke-Larsen model, whereas in MD simulations, all "collisions" are inherently inelastic, exchanging translationalrotational energy, and their post-collision states are computed deterministically. In addition to comparing the level of agreement between the NDD model and pure MD simulation, it is also interesting to investigate the RDFs predicted by a collision-quantity-based DSMC model versus a cell-averaged DSMC model. We thus implemented a collision probability model using the cell-averaged translational and rotational temperature ( T t , T r ). In this model, the inelastic collision probability for each collision cell is a constant and is directly related to a collision number using Eq. (B13), where the collision number for each cell is obtained from the cell-averaged temperatures ( T t , T r ) using Eq. (5) with the same parameters as the NDD model. The average temperatures ( T t , T r ) are maintained and updated through sampling in each cell and therefore, at steady state, are free of statistical scatter.
The temperature profiles for the T 1 28.3 K shock wave (see Table 1 ) predicted by the NDD model, the cell-averaged model, and MD are compared in Fig. 7 . All solutions are in close agreement. The RDFs predicted by each simulation are shown in Fig. 8 , where the RDF points in the figure were chosen at locations corresponding to the same normalized T r values. The RDFs obtained from DSMC were a function of ε r and were plotted versus rotational quantum states j in the figure. Here, discrepancies between the simulations are now evident. In particular, the NDD model solution is in much better agreement with the pure MD solution compared with the cellaveraged model. Although the cell-averaged model accounts for the varying rate of rotational relaxation throughout the shock wave, due to the dependence on T t and T r local to each cell, it relaxes all parts of the local distribution function at the same rate (i.e., at the cell-average rate). In contrast, the collision-quantity-based NDD model relaxes different parts of the distribution function at different rates (i.e., on a collision specific basis). This comparison clearly shows how a collision-quantity-based DSMC model can be more physically accurate than a cell-averaged model. We note that this is not always clear in the predicted density and temperature profiles, as seen in Fig. 7 . We also note that, without the capability to perform pure MD simulation of the shock wave, such a conclusion would not be possible.
V. Conclusions
A new rotational energy exchange model for DSMC and multitemperature Navier-Stokes methods is presented. The DSMC model is based only on collision-quantities and reduces to a rotational collision number in the continuum limit, applicable for use with the Jeans relaxation equation. The model is formulated based on recent MD simulations of rotational relaxation in nitrogen [24] and accounts for the dependence of the relaxation rate on the direction to the equilibrium state. This enables a single parameterization of the model to accurately simulate rotational relaxation in nitrogen for both compressing and expanding flows, unlike the widely used Parker model. The DSMC model is simple to implement, numerically efficient, and accurately reproduces a range of pure MD solutions including isothermal relaxations, normal shock waves, and expansions. A general form for the energy distribution function that should be sampled for post-collision states (using the Borgnakke-Larsen approach) is presented. This general formulation ensures detailed balance and equipartition of energy at equilibrium for any collisionquantity-based DSMC model and also explains the behavior of prior rotational models in the literature. The model formulation is also general to the inelastic collision selection procedure used, which is shown to be a crucial aspect in implementing a DSMC collision model. Finally, the increased accuracy of a collision-quantity-based model compared with a cell-averaged model is demonstrated by comparing rotational energy distribution functions within a shock wave against a pure MD solution. The NDD model and parameterfitting procedure presented in this article provide a framework by which new models can be developed for other species of interest as additional MD data become available. 
